











Workshop for young mathematicians on Several Complex Variables
2002 11 18 \sim 1 1 22
(Kengo Hirachi)
(Shigeharu Takayama)
// (Joe Ktu )
1. Torie H etkffler ——————————————— 1
(Yos $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{o}$ Aoto)
2. \acute ‘ in component and $\mathrm{W}\eta 1$ group for dihedral singularity—————————ll
(Miki $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{y}\mathfrak{B}\mathrm{i}$)
3. DJTERPOLATION IN PS OCO EX DOMAINS—————————28
(Shigeki Oh’uchi)
ToIoidal gIoups wiffiout non-constant meromorphic $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{c}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}---------rightarrow---"-"--------- 37$4. $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{c}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}---------rightarrow---"-"$ .
(Kin Kyungnm)










10. LOG-PLIICANONICAL SYSTEMS OF SMOOTH PROJECTIVE SURFACES –90
(Makoto Hisamatsu)
1 1. Diophantus $-rightarrow——————————— 102$
(Takayuh. Hyuga)
12. Some examples of complete K&ler metrics for which the Neumann operator
is $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}-----------------------rightarrow-----------------------------------------------$ 11\S
(Kazuhisa Miyazawa)
13. —————————————————————– 123
$\sigma \mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}$ Yamada)
14. —————————————– 136
(Masahiko Yoshin$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}$)
